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Change, challenges 
in Abiy’s Ethiopia 

Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed is accepting the
Nobel Peace Prize this week just as his country heads
into what could be the most consequential year of its

fraught political transition. The 43-year-old reformer will be
under enormous pressure to live up to the “Abiymania”
hype that has faded somewhat since he took office last year.
General elections scheduled for May would take place amid
economic uncertainty and rising ethnic violence. The coun-
try’s success or failure in holding a peaceful, credible vote
will have major implications for the Horn of Africa region.

Where is Ethiopia coming from?
It has been a turbulent few years. In late 2015 a plan to

expand the administrative boundaries of the capital, Addis
Ababa, triggered large-scale protests in the surrounding
Oromia region. The unrest snowballed into a broader anti-
government movement that prompted a violent, often bru-
tal response from state security forces. Less than a year
after the protests kicked off, then-prime minister
Hailemariam Desalegn declared a state of emergency. It
was not enough to restore order, however, and Hailemariam
abruptly resigned in Feb 2018.

Ethiopia’s ruling Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary
Democratic Front (EPRDF) coalition appointed Abiy as
Hailemariam’s replacement, charging him with overseeing
a transition from authoritarian to democratic rule. The
beleaguered coalition was betting that the former spy
boss - and the country’s first leader from the Oromo eth-
nic group, Ethiopia’s largest - could ensure its continued
hold on power.

Why are upcoming elections so crucial? 
The May 2020 elections will likely make or break

Ethiopia’s transition. The country has not seen a competi-
tive vote since 2005, which brought gains for the opposi-
tion. The EPRDF has since reasserted control and currently
holds all 547 parliamentary seats. But Abiy’s reforms,
including lifting bans on political parties and freeing politi-
cal prisoners, have set the stage for a contested campaign.
Abiy has recently pushed forward with transforming the
EPRDF from a coalition into a single party, dubbed the
Ethiopian Prosperity Party. 

The controversial move, approved last month, has been
rejected by the formerly dominant Tigrayan People’s
Liberation Front and criticized by Defense Minister
Lemma Megersa, a key Abiy ally. Analysts say Abiy hopes
the merger will make EPRDF members more competitive
at the ballot box as well as curtail rising ethno-nationalism.
But it’s unclear whether Abiy can effectively manage the
vote and - if he gets a five-year term - the birth of a more
pluralistic political era. “How do you loosen control with-
out losing control? That’s the big question. I don’t think
there’s a recipe for how to do that,” said Tobias Hagmann,
an Ethiopia expert at Roskilde University in Denmark.

Can Abiy curb ethnic violence? 
Ethnic violence has been a persistent problem under

Abiy, and some analysts say the situation is so bad that
holding elections in May could prove impossible. Abiy’s
loosening of the reins has allowed longstanding tensions
between ethnic groups to boil over, and Ethiopia recorded
more displaced people than any other country in 2018.
The latest outbreak occurred in October after prominent
Oromo activist Jawar Mohammed accused the government
of trying to orchestrate an attack against him. 

Anti-government protests devolved into ethnic clashes
across Oromia that left 86 people dead. Witnesses and
victims said young Oromo nationalists targeted non-
Oromos and, in some cases, fellow Oromos who opted not
to participate in the violence. Amnesty International
warned that the episode could be “a premonition for mass
atrocities”.

What will it take to revive the economy? 
Abiy clearly believes that breathing new life into

Ethiopia’s economy is crucial for his electoral prospects.
While Ethiopia is one of Africa’s fastest-growing
economies, high GDP rates have been largely fuelled by
state spending, and officials now want to stimulate private
sector growth. Abiy unveiled a “Homegrown Economic
Reform” plan earlier this year, describing it as “our bridge
to prosperity”. The plan is intended to address problems
like high inflation, foreign exchange shortages and current
account deficits. A major test will come when officials open
the telecoms sector to foreign competition, a move expect-
ed next year. 

What does Ethiopia’s stability mean for the region? 
Outside Ethiopia, Abiy has played a leading role in

mediating Sudan’s political crisis and has tried to revive
South Sudan’s moribund peace process. And then there’s
his signature achievement to date: The outreach to
Eritrean President Isaias Afwerki that led to the signing of
a peace deal last year. The Eritrea deal is a main reason
Abiy won the Nobel, but it has been weakened by a lack
of tangible progress on critical issues like border demar-
cation. As elections approach, Abiy may be forced to pay
less attention to foreign policy, including Eritrea. “Eritrea
is not a priority for Ethiopia at this time,” Hagmann said.
“Ethiopia has other concerns which have to do with
domestic politics that are much more pressing.” — AFP 

The Netherlands is deploying an unlikely ally as cli-
mate change intensifies the low-lying country’s age-
old fight against floods: more than 666,000 truck-

loads of sand to shore up a crucial dike. While building on
sand has traditionally been a byword for wobbly founda-
tions, the Dutch say they have found a new method to turn
the substance into a 50-year wall against the water. The
Dutch are also planning to export the idea of using sand to
prevent floods elsewhere in the world, as global warming
and rising waters threaten more countries.

The project comes as UN climate talks this fortnight in
Madrid heard that concentrations of planet-warming CO2
in the atmosphere have reached levels not seen in three to
five million years, leading to rising sea levels. The dike in
question, called Houtribdijk, needed urgent reinforcement
after nearly half a century serving as one of the
Netherlands’ most important flood defenses. 

“We had a dilemma: there are no rocks in the
Netherlands. This means having to import them at great
cost from countries like Norway,” said Stefan Aarninkhof,
hydraulics professor at Delft University of Technology. “Or
we had to find another solution and use material that was
close at hand. That material was sand.”

‘Finger in a dike’ 
Engineers said the Houtribdijk project could be com-

pared to the famous story of the Dutch boy who stuck his
finger in a dike to prevent a flood. The fictitious character
Hans Brinker, created by American writer Mary Mapes
Dodge in 1865, supposedly saved a city by plugging a hole
in the barrier with his digit. “But this time we use sand,”
one engineer laughed. The 25-km dike is designed to stop
waves pushing across the Ijsselmeer, a huge inland bay
that has been closed off from the North Sea, into the
Markermeer, another inland lake.

Work on the dike started in 1963 as part of the
Netherlands’ flood defense system following a catastroph-
ic storm surge in 1953, when flood waters killed some
1,800 people. But scientists in recent years noted the 68-
metre-wide dyke - which has a road on top - no longer
met safety standards and had to be reinforced. The
prospect of a dam breach is inconceivable in a country
where at least one third of the land lies below sea level.

‘Anywhere in the world’ 
A massive civil engineering project began in 2017

which uses sand pumped from underneath a thick layer of
mud on the bottom of the Markermeer. By mid-2020
more than 10 million cubic metres of sand will have been
dumped against the dyke. After that nature is expected to
take care of the rest, with waves and currents dispersing
the sand to eventually settle as a barrier against storm
surges, the Dutch government’s water management
agency said.

The mud pumped up to reach the sand will be used to
create a new nature reserve the size of 330 football fields.
The agency said in a statement that “sandy reinforcement”
of such a dike “is a worldwide first”. “After the reinforce-
ment the levee will be able to withstand a severe storm
that, on average occurs every 10,000 years.”

The business-minded Dutch are meanwhile planning to
sell the idea abroad as the effects of climate change bite.
“We’ve learnt some generic rules in this project about how
to work in a lake system building with nature,” said Fokko
van der Groot, spokesman for EcoShape, the consortium
behind the project. “The building with nature approach...
can be applied anywhere in the world where protection
against water is an issue.” — AFP 

Dutch find unlikely ally against water 

Putin vs Zelensky: 
Two very different 
presidents face off 

When Vladimir Putin and Volodymyr Zelensky
meet today it will be an encounter between
two very different presidents - one an estab-

lishment strongman with years of experience, the other a
neophyte rebel learning the ropes. The Russian and
Ukrainian presidents will be holding their first face-to-
face talks in Paris at a summit with French President
Emmanuel Macron and German Chancellor Angela
Merkel on the conflict in eastern Ukraine.

For Putin, it will be a chance to take further steps to
reduce Russia’s isolation over its 2014 annexation of
Crimea and backing for eastern Ukrainian separatists. For
Zelensky, the stakes are much higher: a potential end to a
conflict that has ravaged much of his country, left more
than 13,000 people dead and forced more than a million
from their homes. For both men it also will be a chance to
size up their opponent in what is likely to be a long con-
test over the future of Ukraine.

Tough guy vs comedian 
After nearly 20 years in power, Putin brings to the

ring a wealth of experience on the global stage. The 67-
year-old former KGB agent has overseen Russia’s rise to
resurgent world power, with growing influence from the
Middle East to Latin America. He has cracked down on
nearly all political opposition, while fostering a tough-
guy image with shirtless photos and defiance of Western
criticism.

A comedian and actor, Zelensky rode a wave of dis-
content to become Ukraine’s leader in May with no pre-
vious political experience - other than playing the presi-
dent on television. Casual and easy-going, the 41-year-
old walked from his home in Kiev to his inauguration and
regularly appears without a tie. He has met a number of
friendly leaders in recent months but the talks with Putin
will be his first foray into world-scale diplomacy.

Anatoliy Oktysyuk, a political analyst with Democracy
House in Kiev, said the two men’s backgrounds could
hardly be more different. “Putin is a global political
heavyweight, with extensive experience in negotiations
with leaders of big states,” Oktysyuk said. “Zelensky is
an actor and comedian.”

Veteran vs newcomer  
Putin goes into the talks with the full weight of the

Russian state behind him, his power undisputed and
nearly unchecked. Russia’s economy has suffered under
sanctions imposed by the West but Putin remains the
head of a global diplomatic power and major energy
exporter, and commander of one of the world’s largest
militaries. Zelensky is only months into his term, with a
parliament that is loyal but inexperienced and nationalist
critics ready to jump on any concession to Moscow.

His country is now the poorest in Europe, its economy

battered by five years of conflict and reliant on foreign
aid. Both men have also been sucked into US politics and
the impeachment process - Putin as the alleged meddler-
in-chief in the 2016 election and Zelensky as the sup-
posed target of pressure from President Donald Trump.
But Zelensky has had more trouble weathering the atten-
tion and in recent weeks complained of being “tired” of
the scandal. 

“Zelensky will be very tense” going into the talks with
Putin, said Arkady Dubnov, a Moscow-based political
commentator. “He is not the master of this situation, so he
may be aggressive... and not give in where a more expe-
rienced politician would concede.”

Favorite vs underdog 
Putin may have the advantage in experience and clout,

but Zelensky brings an underdog’s flair for the dramatic.
Since coming to power promising to end the east Ukraine
conflict, he has managed several surprising moves,
including a historic exchange of prisoners and the with-
drawal of some frontline forces. Putin last month hailed
“positive steps” in Ukraine and even described Zelensky
as a “likeable” leader.

Zelensky meanwhile has kept observers guessing. He
told AFP at a forum in Kiev in early September that talks
with Russia were essential and he had a “feeling” Putin
was looking to improve ties. A few weeks later, he held
up a bullet in his speech at the UN General Assembly in
New York and railed against “Russian aggression”. 

Mark Galeotti, an associate fellow with RUSI in
London, said Zelensky was the unknown going into the
talks. “We know what we get with Putin,” said Galeotti,
the author of “We Need to Talk About Putin”, a book on
how the West often misinterprets the Russian leader.
“With Zelensky, we have seen multiple Zelenskys.... And
we’re not sure which one we’re going to get.” — AFP 

Air of menace as 
UK poll gets nasty 

Candidates hoping to be elected to parliament in
Britain have faced all manner of threats and abuse in
a particularly hostile campaign, with some worried

for their safety when out canvassing. When one man on
Facebook threatened a violent attack on Dominic Graham,
the would-be MP immediately called the police, who made
an arrest. It was far from an isolated case in the run-up to
Thursday’s snap polls, called on the increasingly divisive
issue of Brexit.

Graham is standing for the third time for the centrist,
pro-EU Liberal Democrats, who want to cancel Brexit
altogether. “We didn’t see anything close to the threats
we’ve been getting in this campaign,” he told AFP, com-
paring 2019 with his previous election bids. When he went
knocking on doors in a residential part of Braintree, a town
in Essex, northeast of London, he made sure he was
accompanied by a fellow Lib Dem activist, in line with
police and party security instructions.

Ever since entering parliament in 2017, the German-
born Wera Hobhouse, standing for the Lib Dems in Bath,
southwest England, has received a stream of anonymous
letters. She informs the police of her campaign movements
and always carries an alarm button in her pocket. In recent
days, her election placards have regularly been destroyed
by unknown assailants, “with such force that I ask myself
what would happen if we crossed paths”, she said.

Brexit accelerant 
The number of alleged crimes reported by MPs more

than doubled from 151 in 2017 to 342 last year, senior
police chief Neil Basu told a parliamentary committee in
May. The first four months of 2019 saw a 90 percent year-
on-year increase to 152 - a trend on course to lead to
“certainly over 450 crimes this year”, he said. Women and
ethnic minorities are disproportionately targeted in partic-
ular, said Britain’s top police officer Cressida Dick. The
toxic atmosphere is “unprecedented”, she said, citing
“polarized opinions” changing the nature of protest activi-
ty following the 2016 Brexit referendum.

“The abuse that we’ve had has been Brexit-related - all
of it,” said Graham, sheltering under an umbrella in his par-
ty’s yellow and black colors. He is campaigning on unfa-
vorable territory as the Braintree constituency voted heav-
ily in favor of Britain’s departure from the European Union.
Conservative Party co-chairman James Cleverly is the
favorite to retain his seat, winning last time with 63 per-
cent of the vote.

Jo Cox fear 
The fear for candidates’ safety is a reminder of the ter-

rifying scenes in 2016 when pro-EU Labour MP Jo Cox
was murdered by a gun-and knife-wielding neo-Nazi
sympathizer. In November, a man was jailed for 12 months
for sending a letter to Change UK MP Anna Soubry read-
ing: “Cox was first, you are next”. Several MPs, including
two who served in Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s cabinet,
Amber Rudd and Nicky Morgan, are not standing again,
citing threats and harassment.

As for the source of the threats, “many of them are from

the more right-wing, very Brexit side who see some politi-
cians as being traitors to that”, said analyst Alexandra
Kellert, from the global risk consultancy Control Risks.
“You might start by writing why you disagree with them
on Twitter or Facebook. And then that might develop into
stronger feelings,” she added.

‘Toxic’ social media 
Lib Dem candidate Rhian O’Connor does not feel par-

ticularly concerned when she goes doorknocking after
dark in Greenwich, a “Remain”-backing area of southeast
London. Nonetheless, she does not go out alone, and nev-
er accepts invitations to step indoors despite the wintry
cold. “It’s definitely more aggressive” than before, she said.
Frustrated “Brexiteers” see her as someone “trying to
block what they see is the biggest democratic project for
decades”, she said. On the doorstep, people are “polite to
you” but once indoors they could be on Twitter “calling
you all kinds of names”, she said, adding that social media
had become “a lot more toxic in this environment”.

Graham said his campaign manager runs his Facebook
page. “She gets the full brunt of the abuse and threats,” he
said, adding: “Abusive messages and comments coming at
such a rate that she can’t delete them fast enough.” Official
security guidance to candidates includes taking active
steps on personal safety, keeping records of abuse, limit-
ing online personal information and reporting intimidation
or abuse to internet service providers. However, the hostile
atmosphere is not enough to discourage all those candi-
dates standing for Britain’s 650 seats in parliament.
“Democracy doesn’t work if everyone stays at home,” said
Hobhouse. — AFP 

This undated aerial handout photograph shows trucks and digger loaders spreading 10 million cubic metres of sand to reinforce the Houtribdijk near Enkhuizen, northern
Netherlands, a major dike which is being shored up by more than 666,000 truckloads of sand to protect the low-lying country against rising water levels. — AFP 
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